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where do the geese go?
on tuesday, i take the train and wonder where the geese go when the 
pond freezes over and their home turns to stone. i am visiting my drug 
dealer, who shares an office with a diabetes clinic. there is something 
about lumping two species together that makes this feel like a zoo. the 
receptionists can spot the geese, with their flightiness. they often wreak of 
green bird shit. my drug dealer tries, for the fourth time, to get me to see a 
gender therapist. she wants me stable, she asks if i feel safe even though the 
winter is coming and my skin is turning blue, asks about my family like she 
wants to hear that i am living on the streets of new york, homeless, eating 
day old bread off the concrete, asks about my sex life like she wants to hear 
that i am openly a whore, contracting disease so that i can pay her for a cure, 
who wants to fuck someone, but can’t. should be utilizing body heat, am 
wasting opportunities. she dangles into my line of sight a one-year supply — 
a one-year ticket — fifty-two needles, so long as i comply. on wednesday, i 
scratch the gender marker on my passport off like a crumb. it says male, but 
i’m not sure if it’s enough.

bias: geese should be forced to
bury their feathers
deep inside of their stomachs.

fact: geese do not like to be followed.

on thursday, a friend of a friend who is supposed to teach me the lyrics to 
my new call whispers to his conductor, 남자 ?, like he has not already taught 
me the basics. like i don’t call him 형 in conversation. he asks when i am 
leaving to fly east, why. he migrates, but he is still a duck. he says my wings 
might not survive there. people like to step on birds until they are a pile of 
bones and oozing meat. they crack their eggs and splash the yolk onto the 



sidewalk, pluck feathers for pleasure. he explains in English, so that it’ll 
get through my hardened American skull, that my species is not wanted. I 
laugh and ask what the difference is, when, anywhere my feathers are
spotted, a volatile,

orange hawk is swooping down
until i’m frozen
under the pond, left to drown.

남자 - Korean word for man.
형 - Honorific title used by a male in reference to an older male.
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